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MAXIMIZE YOUR MOBILE WORKFORCE 

Don’t just manage your fleet. Maximize it 
with REAL TIME GPS FLEET TRACKING!        
Innovative, easy to use and affordable, GPS 
FLEET TRACKING combines the powerful    
features and cost efficiencies of Global       
Positioning Systems (GPS), Mobile Resource 
Management (MRM), and Software-as-a-
Service (SaaS) technology to help you: 

 

 Manage your fleet more efficiently 

 Reduce fuel and labor costs 

 Lower maintenance costs 

 Increase productivity 

 Enhance customer satisfaction 

 Improve safety, reduce risk and lower  
insurance costs 

 Monitor and protect non-powered assets 



DRIVE YOUR FLEET PERFORMANCE 

Get on the path to improved fleet                 
performance and cost savings with REAL TIME 
GPS FLEET TRACKING!  GPS tracking is a    
powerfully simple tool for smarter fleet    
management.  GPS FLEET TRACKING arms you 
with the intelligence you need to: 

Improve worker performance 

Track start/stop times, see driver routes, and   
receive time stamps for entering or exiting a job 
site so you can maximize your drivers’          
productivity. 

Detect and eliminate waste and fraud 

Identify and correct driver behaviors that can be 
detrimental to your business and impact your 
bottom line.  These including speeding, excessive 
idling, route and schedule compliance, travelling 
outside authorized areas, unauthorized use of 
company  vehicles, monitoring fuel and labor 
costs. 

Increase accuracies and efficiencies.   

Ensure accurate time reporting for billing and  
payroll and on-time scheduled vehicle         
maintenance. 

SEE WHAT’S COSTING YOUR BUSINESS 

GPS FLEET TRACKING lets you map, monitor 
and manage fleet activities that are costing 
your business.  Your fleet is available 24/7 via 
an intuitive web-based user interface so you 
can control your fleet and correct                 
performance where necessary. 

 

 Fuel consumption 

 Worker productivity 

 On-time customer 

        service delivery 

 Inaccurate billing 

 

DESIGNED FOR YOU 

Designed with input form fleet managers,         
contractors and thousands of users, GPS FLEET 
TRACKING delivers the fleet intelligence you need 
in a format you understand. 

 Receive texts or email alerts so you know 
what’s happening, when it happens. 

 Monitor and view fleet performance with ex-
tensive, customized reporting tools 

 Receive current or past (up to 6 months) fleet 
tracking reports 

 

AFFORDABLE FLEET TRACKING 

A full-line of available products that will allow  
users to effortlessly and in real-time locate and 
monitor their fleet.   

 

GPS FLEET TRACKING 

 

 

ASSET TRACKING ALSO AVAILBLE 

GPS devices and service plans that are specific to 
the needs of tracking any powered or non-
powered assets in your fleet. 

 

GPS ASSET TRACKING 

 

 

 

SIMPLICITY, VERSATILITY, AFFORDABILITY 
FOR EVERY INDUSTRY 

 Residential  and commercial services (HVAC, plumbing, 
electrical, landscaping, pool) 

 Delivery 

 Construction 

 Utilities 

 State and local government 

 Home healthcare (HME, hospice, home care) 

 Medical (laboratory, hospital) 

 Manufacturing (automotive, electronics, food products, 
pulp and paper, textiles) 

 Restaurant /hospitality (food, lodging, sporting events) 

 Retail 

 Transportation and logistics 

 Towing 


